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U.S. Art Supply's professional, highly concentrated alcohol-based 
vibrant ink colors come in large 1-ounce squeeze bottles with fully 
sealed precision dropper tips.

Caution and Safety Tips:
• Alcohol Inks are highly �ammable and contain vapers that are harmful if 

swallowed or inhaled! Only use the inks in well-ventilated areas. Always 
keep inks away from heat, sparks, open �res and other conditions that 
may cause a �re.

• When using the inks, wear gloves and aprons to protect your hands and 
clothing from getting stained. Use isopropyl alcohol or blending solution 
to aid in cleaning stained material. For stained skin, wash with warm 
soapy water.

Opening Alcohol Inks Bottles Sealed Dropper Tips:
Caution: The Alcohol Ink bottles will be under a lot of pressure during shipping, so 
sealed bottles are necessary to prevent ink leakage during transit. Use caution 
when opening the bottle's dropper tips, as the inks will be under pressure and may 
splatter when the pressure is released as the dropper tip is cut open. To reduce 
the chances of the ink splattering when cutting the dropper tip open, gently tap the 
dropper tip to allow the ink inside the tip to flow back into the bottle first.
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Option 1: For more control of ink drop 
delivery, use a pushpin to open the 
bottle's dropper tip.

• Insert a pushpin into the center of the 
dropper tip. This leaves a tiny hole that 
allows you to deliver down to a partial 
drop of ink.

Option 2: For full ink drop delivery, use 
scissors to cut off the bottle's 
dropper tip.

• Use scissors to cut off the very top of 
the dropper tip. If you cut lower 
down on the dropper tip, then ink 
delivery will be faster.

CERAMIC ART
• Start by adding a generous amount of 

clear blending solution onto the 
surface of a ceramic tile. Then add a 
few drops of alcohol ink in your 
desired colors onto the wet blending 
solution on the ceramic tile to combine 
it into your desired pattern. Use 
multiple colors for better design and 
pattern effects.

• To help spread and dry the inks, use a hairdryer or heat gun. Use caution to 
prevent the flammable alcohol inks from catching on fire. Use low heat or no 
heat and keep the hairdryer or heat gun at least 6” away from your ceramic tile 
while it is in use.

• Use slow, steady motions with the hairdryer or heat gun to help spread and dry 
the ink. Heat will dry the inks faster and helps to create beautiful patterns.

Bring your artwork to life by using U.S. Art Supplies 
superior performing alcohol inks!
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Blending Alcohol Inks and Creating Unique Colors
• These highly concentrated alcohol inks can be blended to create your own 

unique colors. The included clear blender solution will allow you to blend, 
lighten, and lift ink colors.

• Isopropyl alcohol can be added to dilute and lighten the ink colors, allowing 
the inks to spread faster and further into resins and other mediums.

• The high-density white ink also creates pastel versions of ink colors. 
High-density white is a heavier ink that is used to help push and sink ink 
colors deeper into a resin.

• Quickly achieve your desired ink colors without 
wasting ink by using a color mixing wheel to 
help you determine the correct ink colors to 
mix to create your desired color.

• By looking at a color mixing wheel, you will see 
that mixing some primary ink colors together, 
for instance, can produce undesirable brown 
tones that you may want to avoid.

RESIN ART
• Choose the suitable resin type for your project, as resin can be too thick, too 

thin, or have the wrong density for your required flow of ink color within the resin. 
• Some epoxy resins have manufacturers' directions for warming up their resin to 

lower the resin's viscosity, allowing ink to spread faster and flow deeper through 
them.

• By mixing a few drops of alcohol ink into crystal clear epoxy resin, you will see 
that the resin turns into a very light but vibrant and transparent color.

• Alcohol ink creates color depth when used as a top layer in clear resin art 
projects, as the ink color sinks and spreads with a petri dish effect throughout 
the depth of the resin.

RESIN PETRI DISHES and the DROP EFFECT

The drop effect is the perfect technique to 
use for creating incredible color depth 
designs in Petri dishes, coasters, and jewelry 
art. Create beautiful petri�ed colors in 
suspension and crazy-looking spread-out 
tentacle effects in resin.

• The drop effect is done by adding multiple drops of ink color(s) into epoxy resin. 
After adding the ink color(s) it should be followed with multiple drops of the 
heavier high-density white ink on top of the drops the ink color(s) that are 
already in the resin.

• High-density white ink is heavier than all the other ink colors, so it pushes and 
sinks ink colors deeper into the resin, and this is what creates the visually 
impressive Petri dish drop effects.

•  Repeat this process several times depending on the resin's viscosity, density, 
temperature, and also the size and the depth of your resin mold.

DROPS
Use the following Drops Technique to observe how alcohol ink colors behave 
on Yupo synthetic paper and other non-porous surfaces.

• Practice by adding ink color drops directly onto Yupo synthetic paper, and you 
will see that a single drop spreads out in a circle.

• If you add a drop of another color into the first circle of ink color, you will see 
how the new ink color spreads quickly and displaces the first color. If you drip 
ink next to a color, the growing circles will repeatedly push into each other.

• Adding a drop of isopropyl alcohol or clear blending solution into the colors 
creates a colorless circle that spreads out and displaces the different ink colors.

• You can tilt, spin or use an air blower on 
synthetic paper and other mediums to create 
special effects and make sure the inks spread 
over the entire surface.

• The included assortment of 30 foam-tipped 
brush swabs allows you to use them for blending 
wet inks and for creating unique effects on yupo 
paper and resins.

• These alcohol inks are permanent 
and water-resistant when dry and 
can only be revived by applying fresh 
ink or using the clear blending 
solution on non-porous surfaces.

• Understanding how to use Drops 
Techniques allows you to create 
beautiful contrasts, backgrounds, 
and abstract designs.


